From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Denneal Jamison-McClung
PAMELA RONALD
RE: phone meeting re: IFAL and GLP
Sunday, July 27, 2014 12:20:54 PM

Hi Pam, thanks for the consideration. I just met Jon at the BLP meeting, so it will be nice to touch base
and follow up. I also had a chance to connect with Robin Bisson - great guy that will be working with
Jon on the GENeS project. We talked about GENeS at BLP and Robin is excited to be "crossing the
pond". I would like IFAL to work with this group in whatever capacity makes sense. Talk to you
tomorrow, Denneal

From: PAMELA RONALD [pcronald@ucdavis.edu]
Sent: Sunday, July 27, 2014 12:14 PM
To: Denneal Jamison-McClung
Subject: Re: phone meeting re: IFAL and GLP

I am so glad you can join. Jon will be an important collaborator and also can give us good
suggestions on who to contact to raise additional funds for our first IFAL symposium. I
realize, though, that you are not officially working yet for IFAL and want you to know that I
am sensitive to that fact and dont plan to overburden you with too many things.
All the best,
Pam
http://cropgeneticsinnovation.org/

On Jul 27, 2014, at 12:02 PM, Denneal Jamison-McClung <dsjamison@ucdavis.edu> wrote:
Hi Pam - I'll call in at 11am. Looking forward to the discussion.
Denneal
Sent from my iPhone
On Jul 27, 2014, at 11:49 AM, "PAMELA RONALD" <pcronald@ucdavis.edu>
wrote:
Yes, that time is good for me. Denneal, roger can you join in? If not,
Jon and I can have an initial discussion.
All the best,
Pam
http://cropgeneticsinnovation.org/

of the next 2 weeks. I believe Denneal is in
town until July 31. Please let us know what
dates work best for you for a call and please
send a dial in number.
All the best,
Pam
Chair, IFAL

On Jul 27, 2014, at 6:49 AM, Jon Entine
<jon@jonentine.com> wrote:
Hi Roger, Pam.
I was hoping I could connect with
you two over the next week or
two. Some changes are going on re:
the Genetic Literacy Project, that I'd
like to talk about, that could change
our partners and affiliations.
Top of mind is a new outreach
project for scientists and journalists,
called the Genetic Expert News
Service (GENeS), which would
provide policy makers, NGOs and
journalists access to informed
reaction and scientific expertise
about the latest news on genetics and
biotechnology. It will focus its
efforts on the most contentious
public debates, covering topics
related to both agricultural and
human genetics, from genetic
engineering, crop biotechnology and
modern farming techniques to biopharmaceuticals, stem cell research,
synthetic biology and personalized
medicine.
GENeS is in development---to help
run it I've hired a full time staffer,
Robin Bisson, who has been one of
managers in London of the UK
Science Media Center for the past 3
years--and should be in full
operation some time this fall. We
have a mission statement and are
just beginning to assemble our

